Letter to Your Friend Telling/Describing Him Experience of Your
Online Classes

[Friend Full Address]_________________,
[City, Pin]_________________,
Date on Letter: _________________
Dear friend [Your Friend Name Here],
I hope you are well, as you know these days schools and colleges are closed everywhere due to
pandemics, so schools and colleges have arranged online classes for their students so that students do
not have trouble with their studies. This is a totally different experience for me, I am regularly taking
my online classes on time. The most important thing is that in this also the timetable of every class has
been kept as a school.
I wake up comfortably in the morning because my class time is from 12 o'clock so I finish my homework
in 2 hours and then do my online class comfortably from 12 o'clock to 3 o'clock. Meanwhile, after every
class, I also get a break of 10 minutes. Sometimes I also get bored because of all these routine
activities, so in my spare time I play sports, watch television, cook some food items, it’s good for me if
you watch it all together. Most important and blessed are our teachers who teach us through their hard
work.
Many times while doing online classes, we have to face the problem which is due to network or
technical problems. This is a new experience for me that is happening during this pandemic. All my
exams through online classes are done on the basis of MCQ, which is very easy as well as saves time. I
hope you understand my experience of an online class in the time of pandemics. Please let me know
how you feel about your pandemic days' in a letter. Pleasure my dearest regards to parents and love to
little sister & brother.

Your Dearest Friend
[Here your Name] _________________

